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Dylan K

on
03/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Flawless... perfect... buds was good too, on price and delivery... 











Reynerio P

on
03/03/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What can i say ,,,bud's team awesome they are the best people and very helpfull in this web,,,,about the gun i have to take it in my hand every day to feel this master piece and enjoy how beautiful is this gun....i bougth the best pistol ever and im surprising with the model and the quality,i thing that i purchase the last one only were 20 in stock im lucky man,,,and extremely happy.thanks bud's. 











Harvey G

on
11/04/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW! What a pistol. I finally had a chance to get my Taurus PT92 9MM SS SLIDE/BL to the range yesterday and put 100 rounds through it. The recoil was minimal and the accuracy right from the factory is right on. I rapid fired it at a target at a distance of 50 feet an kept all the rounds (17) within a 6 inch bulls eye. I wish I would have bought this gun years ago. Great job Taurus. This is my second gun from BUDS without a problem. I would definitely purchase from them again. 











Kirk S

on
07/12/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










An amazing pistol! Beautiful and accurate! Powerful but elegant! Too big to be concealable, but comfortable in the small of my back. Ammo is relatively cheap and easily available. Love everything about it! Can't go wrong with this one. 











Austin S

on
06/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is absolutely beautiful in satin stainless and black. I put about 65 rounds through it this afternoon without a hitch, and it was very accurate right out of the box. It is easy to shoot well as the large metal frame soaks up recoil and the sights were dead on from the factory. It is already one of my favorite pistols. 











Jeffrey W

on
04/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My Taurus PT92 has been one of the best values I have found in this price range. Accuracy is good, however the fixedsites are less than desirable. Not exactly a carry-around gun, but a great range or home defense gun. Decent quality and nice looking pistol. After roughly 300 rounds it has handled most ammo with almost no problems. Do clean the gun before using. At 25 yards you'll find hitting an 8" target not so difficult. 











Robert D

on
03/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Over all good quality had on retaining pin on top that had some bad install, there's a nick where the striking tool hit the slide. Im a little guy 5'4 145lbs and its a little big for my hands. I am a former tanker in the marine corps so im pretty use to the weapon, the safety on the frame is very nice and one of the two reasons i went with the pt 92 rather than the berretta. The other is the price. Mine came in a cardboard box with 2 mags. Alittle disappointed i prefer it to come in a case but oh well. And of course the notorious mags are difficult to load. I have not put any rounds down range yet but i have 250 round to test some remington and federal that i will take to the range this week end. 











Mikel B

on
11/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW you guy s are fast reliable and informative i placed an order an got it in 3 days top notch service mikel B wild west arizoa 











Matt M

on
10/20/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










All I can say is WOW!! I'm sorry I waited so long to get this one!! PT92 is a terrific weapon and the Duo Tone finish ROCKS!! Even the 'Taurus haters' at the range were doing double takes. After a quick cleaning (packed with factory goo) went straight to the lane and fired 200 rounds. Not a single FTF / FTE issue with various (UMC,PMC and Winchester 124/NATO) ammo. Usually the range stapler is my best shooter, but right out of the box, shot 1.5" groups @ 10 yards. I'm still getting used to wearing glasses, so I'm sure the gun was out performing me. The front dot is orange, and the rear are white, but seem dull and small, probably due to my glasses issue. I'll use some lume paint until I can find a Hi Viz or Tritium replacement. No need to spend extra for adjustable sights (PT99) if you're going to replace them anyway. Of course the trigger will need a little break-in period, but was smooth and crisp, even in DA. If you're at all familiar, breakdown and assembly is quick and easy for cleaning. I use wrap around grips on everything I shoot, and this really fills a large hand comfortably. This is not for everyday carry, but if you want a 'real gun' and not a 'plastic toy', this will zap zombies in style. Taurus has had some past issues, but if you're worried, don't be. Even Colts and Kimbers break, and Springfields are made in Brazil too. Only Taurus (that I know of) offers a Lifetime warranty on the gun, not just for the first owner. I have the PT1911, 917 and now this one. After thousands of rounds, the only problem was a broken extractor on the 1911, fixed for free. And, Taurus gives you a free year of NRA membership if you buy and register at their website by 12/31 (check Taurus site for details). NO, I'm not a sales rep, just a satisfied customer!! My xfer FFL was a little PITA, but as always Bud's was the best!! Great price and terrific service!! 











Carl L

on
09/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this weapon as it is an updated version of the Taurus I carried as a service weapon when working as a LEO some years ago. I loved it then and I love it just as much, or more, now! What a great pistol for protection and for the range. Put 150 rounds Federal 155G through it without a single misfire or FTF. At 25 yards was shooting 2-2.5 inch spread right out of the box. A little heavier than other 9mm's but I'm a big guy and love the way it feels and handles. Buying from Bud's is the ONLY way to purchase a rifle or handgun - I know - I've bought 5 from Bud's and the experience has always been top notch!! If all customer service was like Bud's......no worries!! Thanks Bud and all your staff! Keep up the great work! Gotta go shopping for my next purchase now! 











Stephen M

on
08/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an amazing handgun. It looks incredible, feels fantastic, is very accurate, and the customer service from Taurus is superb. The gun came with two 17rnd factory mags. One of the mags rattles and feeds funny, and I think may have a worn out spring. The other is in new condition and loads/feeds fine with no rattle or issues. The gun itself was obviously brand new. I strongly suggest you disassemble and clean/lube your new PT92 before you shoot it, as mine was bone dry out of the box. This was my first online gun purchase, and Bud's customer service was very helpful. I will be ordering from them again. 











Jonathan T

on
10/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this gun almost 2 years ago from buds and have been happy about my decision ever since. This gun is beautiful, and after close to 1000 rounds of some of the cheapest ammo out there i still dont have a single complaint. The gun looks, feels and is made the way a pistol should. gotta love the stainless on this gun too, makes the clean up a snap. I'm a little ocd and clean more often and a little more indepth than what you would have to but i just love this pistol and want to keep it in the best possible shape. Out of all the reviews i have left on everything, not just guns, this is the first time i will be leaving a perfect rating. And thats saying somthing! 











Jim B

on
04/21/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After several weeks of research and deliberation about which 9mm to buy next I decided on the PT 92 because of it's reputation of durability and spot on accuracy. Originally intended to get the SS, but when I saw the duo on Bud's and found pics of someone elses on a forum decided that's what I had to have. My second purchase from Bud's and it was again simple, quick and good price. Biggest delay was waiting on my FFL to pick up the delivery. Had to adjust the windage on the rear sight right a bit (dove tail sight can be moved with some effort), but this gun has been a joy! Two trips to the range, a couple of hundred rounds of Am Eagle and PMC Bronze and so far not one FTF, FTE, jam, hiccup, burp or anything else. Couldn't be happier ! 











Bob J

on
04/03/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first 9mm handgun. I did a lot of research prior to choosng Taurus PT-92/ss as gun of choice. It has the best warranty, reviews, features and price. I checked Buds rep with ebay and reviews of other customers. I traded a 38. I sent it 2nd day air on Friday. Gurney allowed me exactly what I was asking. My 92ss was shipped the same day that my trade arrived. Two days later I had my Taurus. It doesn't get better than that. I will by ammo and acceseries with Buds too. Thanks, Bob J Collierville, TN. 











David T

on
02/16/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this pistol, because Bud's has a price that is just right, and I just picked it up today and I cant wait to shoot it. But everything that was advertised was there, I will buy from buds again thanks. 











Ryan S

on
09/07/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










second gun from buds very happy with price and performance. just riped through 200 rounds yesterday w/ it ..no jams, acurate, and easy to break down and clean..i'll be back for more..thanks buds 











Paul E

on
12/22/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After several weeks of research and deliberation about which semi-auto pistol to buy as my first handgun, I arrived at this PT-92 AFS as my choice for several reasons: 1) unbeatable price 2) its many features 3) the attractive styling -- black w/ stainless steel slide & parts 4) the ease of operation and disassembly/cleaning 5) the many postitive reviews on it The PT-92 is designed (but modified with upgrades) after the tried & tested Beretta 92FS, so you can't go wrong with the quality and design. I have not, however, had the chance to shoot it as I just received it yesterday, but I wanted to leave positive feedback for the service I received through Buds Gun Shop. I was honestly leary of doing business regarding firearms over the internet, but these guys earned my trust with excellent customer service. Even though I wasn't able to reach them via telephone due to the overwhelming business they were experiencing, my emails were answered promptly even after business hours. They have the best firearms website I've come across -- pictures & descriptions of every gun and brand, and constant updates in the drop down/pop up window of what's going on with the site and orders. These good ol' boys from Kentucky run a well-organized, customer-first business, and I'll definitely do business with them again! Oh, and their prices INCLUDE overnight shipping (on handguns)! $401 delivered for this PT-92!!! You can't go wrong. :) Thank you Buds Gun Shop for your assistance with the purchase of my first pistol. 











Dan H

on
11/24/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this from a local chain store distributor. I like the fact that the safety is up ON down OFF like a 1911. It's more natural than the up OFF of some other M9 copy cats. My wife likes it so much it is now "her gun." She likes shooting it and can shoot it better than any other pistol I own. And the 9mm recoil is something she can handle without problems. I have experienced very few problems with it with any ammunition. It feeds it, shoots it and spits out the empties with little fanfare and absolute reliability. 











Robert G

on
10/31/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first 9mm handgun. I did alot of research prior to buying this gun and I have to say I am quite happy with this gun. It feeds ammo very well. No problems at all so far after cycling over 400 rounds of new and reloaded ammo. I was considering buying the Taurus 24/7 but after researching it I learned the gun has problems cycling ammo after about 300-400 rounds thus I bought this gun. Glad I did! It is easy to break down and clean and I like the saftey on it. I still am getting used to the sight on it because it shots a little low thus you have to cover the target with the sight. While it does have a fixed sight you are able to move the rear sight with just tapping the sight with a wood mallet of dall rod. The recoil on it is very nice. I recommend this gun 











Ruben T

on
10/19/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this pistol, because Bud's has a price that is totally unbeatable. The pictures simply don't do it justice, and you have to see it in person to appreciate the fantastic job Taurus did in putting it together. I cleaned and lubed it, and took it to the range where I put 150 rounds through it, Man, what a treat to shoot. Trigger was lush and smooth, and no failures of any kind. I was able to get great groups at under 1" MOA at 25 yards. I like the rubber grips, and the two mages that came with this piece. I've owned Berettas before, but this PT92 AFS from Taurus totally kicks! I am extremely pleased with this purchase, and will make it my main defensive weapon. Its also comes with a rail to add light or laser accessories. Thanks Buds for a great price and service! 











Jason L

on
05/19/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just bought this gun in Feb. 08, and out of my other 2 semi's (Sigma .40 and ruger p345), it is my favorite already. It is the most accurate and most comfortable gun I feel I have ever shot, period. Shot over 1000 rounds already with NO misfires whatsoever. I"ve even used my 32 rd and one other used 17 rd and shoots beautiful. Not to mention the two tone finish. Absolutely a must have. Bud's was the cheapest around for the already hard to find two tone. Also comfortable for carry. BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK!!!! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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